
Ellison Teacher & Sta! Favorites 2019-2020
PTA would like EVERY Ellison Elementary employee to please share your favorite things.

When the Ellison Community wants to show some appreciation, PTA is the "little bird” who tells them what your 
favorites are.
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Scramble eggs or turkey jam and eggs sandwich.  Matcha green tea frapuccino with 
coconut milk, no classic syrup (I LOVE IT!)

chicken wrap, ir chicken salad

 Matcha green tea frapuccino with coconut milk, no classic syrup (I LOVE IT!)

I don't eat candy but I like popcorn

54 Street, Stone Werks, Starbucks

TJ Max, Marshalls, American Eagle, Target

Any spa
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I love all young kids books, relaxing music with nature sounds

Love the beach, swimming, exercising.. Paladium is my favorite theater.

Color: Blue  Style: Bohemian Style & very casual style

Spurs

Orchids, in any color

I will love to have an erasable magnetic easel (I know is a lot!.. but is a wish list :-), scoop 
chairs for the kids to sit on the carpet, bean bags, white erasable boards, timers, laminating 
sheets, card stock paper.. I need to create an Amazon wish list, and I will do it soon!

I really appreciate when kids take their time and draw and write something to make me feel 
happy and special.  That is de\nitely my favorite gift! 

In ALE we need to increase our library with lower reading level books.  Also we will really 
appreciate donation for our science and social studies center.  If somebody knows how to 
get used free computers, Chrome books, or tablets... Our kids will be extremely glad!  We 
have a lot to laminate and cut all the time, if someone can help with that, that's more than 
enough! 
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Teacher & Classroom Supplies
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 If you have an Amazon Classroom Wishlist,
please share the link with us.

Favorite Gi#s to Receive 
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Is there anything else you'd like to share with the Ellison Community & PTA?


